I. INTRODUCTION
imulation of traffic has been attracting many researchers from many different fields, especially in the field of transport and computer science. For transport engineers and scientists, where traffic problem is their specific domain, researches on traffic simulation is more focus on traffic theory such as traffic complexity and behaviour of traffic users, and the use of traffic simulator to solve the various problems related to the traffic. In the earlier period, traffic simulation was modelled by transport scientist based on traffic theory according to hydrodynamic concept, where the traffic flow is described as continuum. This model approach is then called macroscopic model as opposed to the microscopic model which later getting more popular since the influence of computer technology is a must in the traffic simulation. In the microscopic traffic simulation model, the trajectory of every single vehicle is calculated as function of time. By integrating and accordingly averaging of all microscopic traffic parameter of each vehicle, one can redeem to the macroscopic traffic characteristics [1] .
In the earlier phase of microscopic model, the traffic simulation was modelled as single lane, i.e. the system consists of a one dimensional grid with periodic boundary. Two basic models are very often used i.e. car-following model [1, 2, 3, and 4] and lane-changing model [1] in the microscopic single lane model. A mathematicians and physician scientist [5] has incorporated cellular automata (CA) to introduce a two lane model consisting of two parallel single lane models with periodic boundary conditions and additional rules defining the exchange of vehicles between the lanes. In this CA multi-lane model, vehicle's movement takes place in two steps, first completely sideway and then forward. The CA mode has received many S interests during 90's as it can run large and relatively complex traffic simulations such urban traffic with only comparatively low computational resources [6] .
While mathematicians successfully invoked CA for simulation model, computer scientist proposed (multi)-agent based modelling (ABM) for the traffic simulation [7] . ABM gains its popularity in the last decade [8, 9] . Dijkstra [10] has combined CA and ABM to model pedestrian movement using a regular grid based topography model. While in the single or multi-lane microscopic model, traffic participant can only move forward or lateral only in every (sub)-step, in the regular grid structure topography, any traffic participant can move in any direction as long as no obstacles blocking the movement.
More recently, Ulf Lotzmann in [11, 12] has proposed a very different approach where ABM based microscopic traffic simulation uses a continuous topography model instead of grid based topographical model. The cellular automata is replaced by a finite automata (finite state machine) for modelling dynamic simulation process. The objective of this latest study is development of framework for multipurpose simulation of complex traffic.
The present study is inspired by Ulf Lotzmann's innovation, especially the application of continuous environment for precise and realistic design of crowded urban traffic such with various types of traffic users. In this initial stage of work, we will focus on the lane changing movement.
II. NEW TRAFFIC SIMULATION APPROACH

Agent Based Model
By definition, an agent is an autonomous entity that cannot be controlled by external interference and it can interact with other agents and environment by means of a specified communication system. Agent can perceive events within its environment and can react accordingly. In any ABM typed traffic simulator, every traffic participant can be identified as agent. Some ABM simulator considers environment also as a passive agent as in [11] . In the present work, the environment is distinguished from agent if it has no ability to interact actively with agents. This kind of environment is modelled as topography that includes road, street, sidewalks, building and others. However, proactive environmental objects such traffic light could be taken into account as a non-moveable agent. Fulfilling the requirement above, an ABM typed simulator should have the following components: 1. Agent models representing traffic participants with their physical attributes and their behaviour 2. Model of topography
Agent Model
Agent model is split up into two abstract layer, namely physical layer and behavioural layer. The physical layer represents the real-world physical properties of agents such as position, speed, direction and other parameters attached to the agent's physical entity. This is the only layer that has interface to outside world of agent, whether for the sake dynamic process of simulation or for visualization infrastructure.
How the agent behaves is modelled in the behavioural layers. In [8, 11, and 12] this layer is further divided into two functional layers. The first layer that will interact directly with the physical layer describes the perception and reaction of the agent on a very short time. This layer is called tactical layer in [8] and also named as robotic operative behaviour layer in [11, 12] . The second layer is the strategic layer which has an intelligent behaviour for decision making such as route selection. This intelligent layer is called artificial Intelligent layer in [11, 12] . The strategic layer will first perceive the robotics perception and then will provide an intelligent action to be performed by robotic layer accordingly.
Topography Model
Topography model represents the environmental elements in the real-world such as road, street, building, and pedestrian sidewalks. In the traditional microscopic model, topography model uses CA to represent only driveable region such freeways, roads and streets. In this CA model vehicle can only move forward or "unrealistically" sideway. The lane changing model in the traditional multi-lane microscopic model consists of the infeasible pure sideways movement and then followed by forward movement as introduced by Esser and Schreckenberg [5] . In other CA based multi-lane models vehicle can only forward or move lateral at every time-step.
Another limitation of grid based CA model is that the accuracy of detail representation of the realworld depends on the size of each grid element. In the most traffic simulation on the road, grid element size is as big as average vehicle size [4, 5, 6, and 7] or as small as people size for simulation pedestrian movement in [10] . To mix this different size of traffic participants, the grid based model for topography is inefficient [12] .
The new approach of topography model is by using continuous two-dimensional space in the topography region. Noted that a topography region is a limited and closed polygon shape area with homogeneous attribute that can be entered by traffic participants than can occupy any place within the region. An important restriction of a region that its attribute must be homogeny will determine the size and the shape of the region.
Using the continuous topography model, the previous limitation of lateral movement and inefficiency of grid size problem is minimized. However, this more flexibility in the continuous regions means mathematical and logical model of movement become more complex than in the grid based model. 
III. CONTINUOUS TOPOGRAPHY MODEL
Agent movement in the continuous region will involve properties in the physical layer and to some extent the robotic operative behaviour layer. Prior to presenting the agent movement mechanism, these will be briefly described in this section.
Continuous region
Traffic roads and streets must be built up from a number of continuous regions as an example Fig. 2 shows a traffic crossing road. The small arrow indicates the homogeny formal direction of traffic in the corresponding region. This direction is a guide line to follow but the moving participants in that region are not necessary to follow this precisely. The direction is measured as the angle with respect to the global vertical up direction.
Agent physical layer and robotic behaviour layer
Physical layer subsumes real properties of agent that represent actual geometry conditions of the traffic participants such as its coordinate position in (x,y), speed v, direction φ and shape. Some of these properties are unchanged during the simulation, e.g. shape. However, the most of physical properties will vary as response to the action order from the robotic layer. Figure 2 . Model of crossing traffic in continuous model [12] This autonomous robot is modelled by applying the Finite State Machine (FSM Each of these sub layers has a communication system namely sensor that perceives data from the environment and then make a perception on these data which in turn will be returned to the associated sub layer. Detail on this sensor and FSM of sub layer level two and three is out of scope this article. This article will present a more detail movement mechanism of complex action, in this case the famous lane changing model. However for the sake of completeness, FSM of basic action from level one is presented in Fig. 3 . Figure 3 . FSM for robotic basic action level 1 [12] There are four basic actions, namely [12] : (2) Equations (2) can be solved analytically but the numerical integration based on trapezoidal technique is used since the simulation already works in discrete time step.
A steady bend action will turn the vehicle from the initial heading direction φ to the desired value α in constant angular speed v/m where m is the rotation radius. Equation (3) governs the discretization of variation in heading direction where φ 0 is the value prior to the elapsed time step.
The turning vehicle path will follow the bending a curve equation in (4)
Lane changing movement
The Three geometric equations governs the lane centring in Fig. 4 are (5) The set of equations (5) that governing the lane centre has four unknown parameters, i.e. two rotation radius m1 and m2 and two rotation angle θ1 and θ2. Taking one of these parameters as an input then the formulation of lane centring is completed. This input parameter should be determined by the more intelligent sub layer in the lane changing action.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The continuous two dimensional topography model was discussed in this article. This relatively new model has advantageous than the common grid structure based topography model in more detail modelling of different size traffic participant and the more realistic movement especially in the lane change model. However, the continuous topography means also extra work in the design phase of the simulator. This paper has shown that Fortunately, splitting-up complex actions into small and easier action that will be used in other complex action is possible and yields a very promising work. This work is following the footprint of Ulf Lotzmann's ambitious work which started about half decade ago in Germany. For further research all actions in the behaviour layers of the agent model will be completed.
